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विद्या ददावि विनयं विनयाद्यावि पात्रिाम् ।
पात्रत्िाद्धनमाप्नोवि धनाद्धमं ििः सुखम् ॥
vidyā dadāti vinayam vinayādyāti pātratām ǀ
pātratvād-dhanam-āpnoti dhanāt-dharmam tataḥ sukham ǁ
True knowledge gives discipline and humility. From discipline and humility comes
worthiness. From worthiness, one gets wealth. By doing righteous deeds with wealth,
one gets true happiness.
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To remember the ever present Divine at all times, even while acting in the world, is the most positive practice
for a seeker who is striving to evolve. He will thereby transform his inner personality from its present condition,
to a state of harmony and efficiency.
- Pujya Gurudev Swami Chinmayananda
Chinmaya study classes are specifically designed for children, youth and adults, and are held at Chinmaya Bharati,
1088, Ogilvie Road, Ottawa, ON K1J 7P8. For all week-day and Sunday classes and activities, details are on the last page.
Email : Chinmaya.Ottawa@gmail.com Website: www.chinmayaottawa.com
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A bright winter morning like any other day in Ottawa provided a special backdrop for CMO families, bringing about
a divine connection to Swami Tapovan and Ma Bhagavad Gita. It was Swami Tapovan Jayanthi and Ma Bhagavad
Gita Jayanthi. The brief yet profound talk on Swami Tapovan and Ma Bhagavad Gita uplifted all the listeners. A
glimpse of the absolute divinity of Swami Tapovan could be experienced in just one special moment of utter
silence! The soulful chanting of Sri Tapovan Shatakam and Gita Dhyanam kept us in the inner depths of that divine
silence. A few short presentations allowed us to zero in on the precious messages from Ma Bhagavad Gita. The
chanting of Chapter 12 of the Gita had that special “Sri Krishna” cheer and momentum! It was followed by a
beautiful offering of Ma Bhagavad Gita Arati.
Our love, gratitude and humble respects to Swami Tapovan, the pristine glacier of Self-knowledge from whom
flowed the Ganga of Vedantic wisdom through Pujya Gurudev Swami Chinmayananda,
to Pujya Gurudev who nourishes us with the most nutritious milk of Ma Bhagavad Gita, and
to Jagadguru Sri Krishna, wherefrom Ma Bhagavad Gita flows forth and guides the dedicated seekers.

Aparna on
non-violence

Sidharth on humility,
read by Vaibhav

Vinuthna on
unpretentiousness

Vibhav &Hari on
facts of the Gita

Students share their reflections on messages they learnt from
the Bhagavad Gita...
Vinojee on Vedantic
Parenting
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It was Chinmaya Bharati’s fifth year anniversary, and the first Birthday for our
Ma Sarasvati! The celebrations were energized many-fold by the serene
presence of Brahmacharini Shubhani from Chinmaya Mission, New York City.
Brni. Shubhani’s crystal-clear talks on “Why Vedanta?” as well as an overnight
Youth Retreat for high school students readied our minds for the joyous
anniversary celebrations.
A 16-step shodasopachaara puja was offered to Ma Sarasvati. As Lalita
Sahasranama was chanted, Ma was given Abhisheka as part of the puja by all
devotees. The true beneficiary is the devotee, whose mind becomes purified by
this sacred act of devotion. The majestic Goddess of Arts was adorned not only
with beautiful garland of flowers, but also with garlands of classical dance,
instrumental flute music, interludes of keyboard and veena accompaniment,
tabla and vocal music, and chants of Suktams. Brni. Shubhani spoke about the
importance of Memory Power, and urged us all to take up Japa challenge. All in
all, it was a beautiful event concluding with a grand Arati and delicious Prasad.
Ma’s smiles and glances expressed happiness with her children’s love, and
spread Her inexhaustible Grace to one and all.
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Why Vedanta?
Jnyana Yagna by Brahmacharini Shubhani ji at Chinmaya Bharati on Nov. 22, 2018
Sanjay Bakshi, a CMO Sevak and an adult study group student, expresses his thoughts.
All of us at Chinmaya Bharati Ottawa had the great opportunity of listening to in
Brni. Shubhani ji’s discourse called “Why Vedanta?”.
It was an unusually cold evening for the month of November; however, the satsang with Shubhani ji
delighted every heart when she shared her vision of Vedanta with us. The brief spell of silence at the
conclusion of her discourse - which felt like it lasted for ever – is sometimes cast upon the audience by a
great exponent of Hindustani or Karnatic music. We had a similar experience when Shubhani ji left us
amazed with her words.
Some of us have had exposure to Vedantic study groups. And there were some – both from eastern
and western upbringing - for whom it was a first encounter with Vedanta. Every one of us, however, felt
purified like one would feel after taking bath in the Holy waters of Ganga. This Ganga was, however, the
‘Ganga-of-the-consciousness’ within each of us that Shubhani ji so effortlessly brought out by breaking the
rocks of wrong identifications. None of us have seen Bhagirath but now we have met Shubhani ji.
The other simile the writer can think of is that of Saint Dnyneshwar who, in his Hari Path, says with
humble confidence,” O followers of Bhagvat Dharma, I’ll give you Hari in your hand like the fruit of Amla
that you can hold firmly in your fist. Toil no more doing different things to find Hari – those are like trying
to collect grains of mercury fallen astray on ground”. Shubhani ji gave that proverbial Amla of Vedanta in
our hands to hold tight with our fists. Neither Saint Dnyneshwar ji and, now Shubhani ji, need any
introduction hereafter.
Shubhani ji started her discourse with an engrossing story of a King and Queen who look forward to
having a Prince born in their family. After lot of tapas, a baby son arrives - only to be swept away in the
wildly gushing flood waters brought in by heavy rains. The prince floats away in his baby carriage and finds
his new home in a childless family consisting of a poor man and his wife. King and Queen manage to find
the Prince after a gap of twelve long years due to a distinctive birth mark on his cheek. The Prince is now a
young boy of twelve. After having lived a life as a beggar for so long, the child finds it difficult to adjust to
the fact that he is now a Prince. He continues to behave like a beggar.
Shubhani ji told us that all of us are like that proverbial Prince who keeps on begging. We keep on
begging for happiness in the outer world, by going after various objects – from simple cups of coffee to
pricey cars, pricey homes and all those comforts that can be experienced by the sense organs that come
with this Body. It was so funny to hear when she said, “When you go to a Party, do you say – here comes a
Mercedes or a BMW?” It was like a shooting arrow piercing a wrong notion we hold so closely when we
identify ourselves with our body. Also the same thing goes for the Emotions and Thoughts. ‘My Thougts’;
‘My Emotions’ of course. “Where do they go when you sleep?” was another powerful shooting arrow from
the tiny figure sitting in front of us. No more elaboration was needed; big boulders were demolished
already. Do you think it would take any longer for the happiness within to burst out?
Shubhani ji told us that the happiness that we go around begging for in the outer world will never
be found. “Having drunk so many cups of coffee belonging to so many brands, are you happy for ever
now?”; “Having a bigger and better car every few years; has any car wished and bought made you happy
for ever?” These were the two arrows that came so suddenly and, from which direction we did not know,
leaving us wondering where we were then. We forgot our bodies, thoughts and emotions and started
feeling ourselves to be better and lighter then.
[Cont’d Next Page…]
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“Why Vedanta” Cont’d...
Shubhani ji also said that expecting happiness from outer world is like expecting salt to be sweet; if
you negate the latter part of that sentence as being foolish then UNDERSTAND that the earlier part of the
sentence - which we keep toiling every day - is equally FOOLISH too – plain and simple. Vision of Vedanta
is to look for treasures within and not out. Understanding Vedanta helps us to find true and lasting joy.
Shubhani ji explained the BMI chart and in the discussion held the acronym B M I (for Body Mind
and Intellect) in reverse order to be read as I M B: I am Brahman. That was so good and we looked at it
that way for the first time. She then told us the three secrets of the joys we find in the outer world. They
are as follows:
1.
The so called joys and pleasures of outer world bring with them sorrows too. In fact, she said, those
joys are sorrows in making. When a beautiful house is bought, it also brings with it a continuous
maintenance (and also continuous paying of higher taxes). When you have a child it is all good and
nice until the child enters his or her teens and then the same child takes away your sleep –
sometimes forever.
2.
The outer joys cause bondage. There is a story of a man and his cow. The man is carrying his cow
holding one end of rope in his hand and the other tied around the neck of the cow. A sage who is
walking by asks the man if he is bound to the cow or if the cow is bound to him. The man says that
the cow is bound to him. Then the sage cuts the rope midway and a great thing happens. The cow
starts running away from the man and the man starts running after the cow. The sage then gives a
hearty laugh and yells at the running man – do you see who is binding whom? This is bondage of the
external worldly joys– plain and simple.
3.
The joys of the outer world are never completely fulfilling. They always make you crave for more and
more and leave you dissatisfied and tired – to the extent that you become a slave of those joys.
Hopefully it does so, in everyone’s life time, so that the person thinks of kicking them away for good.
This made it very simple for us to understand that there is no use to look for happiness in the outer world
any more. Participate fully but never think of finding complete happiness there – that is a simple mantra.
Now the question comes, how to go within and find the treasure within? As already said above the
lightness that sets in by leaving the wrong association was a different experience to be had. It gives a taste
of a different happiness, a different joy, that would help us set feet for a different quest altogether.
However, there are three things necessary so that the quest for this different happiness finds the correct
path to unknown treasures within. Those three things are: Shravanam; Mananam and Nidhidhyasanam.
These were explained by Shubhani ji as: Listening with full reception (like the full reception bar to be found
in a cellular phone or like bringing all your pranas in to your ears); to think over and discuss with other
sadhakas and the Holy Guru on what was heard to make the understanding clear; and to revel in the
wonderful understanding so that it starts manifesting in the daily actions.
The most important thing, however, is to hear the Vedanta – but from whom? It is to be heard
from a Master or a Guru who comes from the lineage of the most sacred Guru Parampara. The
parampara that came to us in the form of His Holiness Pujya Gurudev. Words stop flowing and tears start
rolling down from the eyes when this moment of taking the name of Gurudev comes
while writing this synopsis. The writer never had a chance to see or meet Gurudev
in person- ever. However, it was Pujya Guruji and his Jnyana Yagna on
Ramcharitmanas in Ottawa that brought this writer to his true home within. The
Yagna was on the concepts of Yudh Rath & Dharma Rath and also Lord Rama’s
samvad (dialogue) that explained the cycle of seasons to Veer Laxmana.
The writer bows down humbly to this sacred Guru Parampara that comes and
nourishes him with satsanga: Brahmacharini Shubhani ji, Pujya Guruji and other
Swamijis and Swaminijis - whose path was kindled - with compassion and love - by
none other than His Holiness Pujya Gurudev Himself.
With love, I remain.
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To that Goddess who abides in all beings
as Divine Mother, as Divine Power,

as Wealth of virtues and as Intelligence,
our salutations again and again...

A very fulfilling Navarathri for all the devotees, with Golu, Puja, Bhajans, Kirtans and Arati all the ten days...
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The uniqueness of Sri Ganesha festival is that every year, Sri Ganesha
appears in a new form! This year also, Sri Ganesha blessed us with
His auspicious Darshan in a new form at our Center. Devotees sang
the glories of Sri Ganesha and worshipped Him for all the ten days.
The grand finale was Sri Ganesha Visarjan at the Ottawa River where
He merged into the formless Brahman, as His devotees requested
Him with their chants to return soon next year: Ganapati Bappa
Moriya...Mangala Murti Moriya ...Pudhchya Varshi lavkar yaa!
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“BE THERE” Youth Seminar by Swami Mitrananda
Thoughts shared by Mihika Sinha, Grade 9, CMO Junior Youth
Hari Om. My name is Mihika Sinha. I am 14 years old and have just started grade
9. I am part of an Ottawa-Hindu community called Chinmaya Bharati. My goal is to
introduce my generation to our mission, and explain why we do what we do. The
Chinmaya Mission was started by Swami Chinmayananda. He was a man who with strong
will, hard work, a big heart and an open mind, went from a simple journalist to one of the
world’s greatest spiritual leaders. I have been attending Chinmaya Mission Ottawa since I
was 4 years old, and I plan to continue attending ‘til I’m much older. It is a place where
anyone can learn valuable life lessons, not just the mythological stories behind our religion. By the time I reached
the class for tweens, I knew many stories of our culture, but now had the privilege of learning the more spiritual
meanings behind it. There was such an opportunity to learn more through a very special event held for the youth,
by Swami Mitrananda from Chennai, India.
Swami Mitrananda has been a part of Chinmaya mission from a very
young age. He is now one of our leaders, and gives spiritual talks
around the world, specializing in reaching out to the youth of our
generation. He travelled all the way from India to Ottawa for the first
time, and we feel so deeply blessed to have had him. I attended his
youth seminar called “#Be There”. Coming from a 14 year old, you
may expect me to have gotten bored at some point, to have wanted
to go home, gotten hungry, had a sore back from sitting on the
ground. But I can tell you that I felt none of those things. Swamiji’s
teachings were so intriguing, his way of explaining things so
captivating, it was like a really good movie, I didn’t want to get
distracted or look away, worried that I’d miss anything important. He told us funny stories, the morals behind them,
and we even ended the evening with a super fun team activity.
Swamiji’s way of teaching is not only unique, but very effective. Swamiji uses powerful tools such as outdoor
experiential learning, theatre, writing, and creativity to convey the profound message of Hindu Vedanta to help
unlock an individual’s hidden potential. I believe that anyone can benefit from his talks; hindu or not. It encourages
critical thinking too, which seems like a bit of a lost trait in our generation sometimes. He is creative, wise and so
very interesting. He is an author as well as a renowned spiritual teacher. Overall, the seminar encourages Ottawa
youth to #Be There for themselves and their loved ones, and is a great event to “be there” for.

Precious moments for Bala Vihar
children during Swamiji’s visit...
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“BE THERE”
The “BeThere” Youth Seminar by
Swami Mitrananda, Director of All
India Chinmaya Yuva Kendra was a
very inspirational event to attend.
Over the two evenings it lasted, we
were able to explore many topics.
We talked about the concept of setting a goal; if you’re
going to aim for something, aim for the biggest or the
highest only. We also did a group activity. Splitting into
three groups we did a team building activity. In this
activity, each group had to come up with a team name
and motto, and then each person in the group would
have to illustrate the name and catchphrase on a piece
of paper. The only limitation was that while you were
drawing, you could not lift your marker off the piece of
paper, and if you did, you would have to pass the
marker onto the next person in your group. After all the
group members had a turn, you would then analyze the
picture and talk about why it related to your group
name and motto. You also then had to criticize as well
as compliment the work of the other groups. This
activity helped us build our team work skills, develop
our creativity as well as our ability to be able to use our
knowledge to see the bigger picture and to see things
from different perspectives.
On the second evening we did another group activity,
which also made us use our team work skills and

thinking skills. The main objective of this activity was to
be able to work together as a group and move from
one side to another following restrictions that had been
set. The lesson to be learned from that activity was to
make sure that you don’t repeat the same mistakes
more than once. We learned that it is important to
learn from our previous mistakes. We also talked about
the value of trying hard for the things you want to
achieve and the importance of being patient and
resilient throughout the journey. Swami Mitrananda
elaborated on these topics by talking about the story of
Gurudev’s first time going to the Himalayas, the story
of Abdul Kalam, and his story of “Father Missed it, Son
Got it”. All of these stories were tied together by the
topic of perseverance and patience to achieve their
goals. Swamiji also talked about movies that were
inspirational and should be watched including “The
Legend of Bagger Vance” as well as “The Matrix”.
Overall, it was a very fun and insightful experience, and
hearing the many different stories, lessons,
experiences, and being able to work together as a team
to finish the activities made it a very worthwhile time.
- Divya Menon, 16 years old
CMO Junior Youth
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It is part of our ancient tradition to seek Ma
Sarasvati’s blessings when beginning any
learning to remove all obstacles, to enhance
skills in listening and understanding, to boost
concentration and memory power, and to
utilise the learning to live our lives righteously
and productively.
At the end of last summer, we were fortunate
to have Swami Shantananda, the resident
Acharya of Chinmaya Mission New Jersey,
conduct the sacred Sarasvati Puja at Chinmaya
Bharati just before the school year started.
With faith and dedication, our Bala Vihar
children and youth performed the Puja and thus
had an auspicious start to their new academic
year. The adults also felt blessed; after all
learning is life-long and it becomes wisdom only
with Ma’s grace!

Kudos to CMO Bala Vihar children that chanted slokas at the first ever
Hindu Heritage Day Event celebrated on Parliament Hill in November.
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Offering Guru Paduka Puja, and Guru bhajans with love, and gratitude to our Pujya Gurudev...
The capacity of the mind to entertain consistently one
idea, to the exclusion of all dissimilar thought, is called
concentration. This single-pointed, mental selfapplication to an exclusive idea becomes inevitable in a
seeker who remembers his goal constantly.
For all our spiritual conquests the forces we employ is
our single-pointed concentration. But, however large
one's army may be, its strength lies in the education,
culture, and discipline of its members. Else the army
may win the battle yet lose the war by its own
indiscipline and victorious excesses. Similarly,
"concentration" is the secret weapon which we must
have to storm the citadel of truth; but this weapon in an
impure heart may convert all its successes into a
suicidal self-annihilation. Therefore, we must cultivate
the ethical and moral virtues side by side, and a bosom
rich in these glorious traits alone can use its powers of
concentration for the creative programs of mastering
the mind.
Values of life which arise only in our contact with others
in society constitute our strategy and policy, regulating
and beautifying all our relationships with others. The

rishis of yore experimented with these. They came to
prescribe the right attitude towards given specific types,
or sets of challenges. Thus, "friendliness towards happy
ones, kindness towards unhappy ones, joyous
enthusiasm towards the virtuous and the righteous,
disregard towards sensuous sinners" are prescribed as
the healthy attitudes to be cultivated and maintained by
all seekers. In this way we learn to involve ourselves
with good, commit ourselves to the righteous, and
avoid all the evil influences of the sinful.
By bringing up our personality in this way, in the very
contentious and competitive market-place of life and in
the midst of its tensions, we can spiritually grow and
gather more and more steadiness of mind, called
"purity of the inner-equipment". Without a steady mind
spiritual explorations are indeed impossible. "The
earlier prescribed friendliness, kindness, etc. are values
of right relationships; when practiced for a sufficiently
long time they will lead the intelligent seeker to
discover in himself a more steady mind on his
contemplation seat."
-Pujya Gurudev Swami Chinmayananda
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A harpist by the name of Sarah Dolan
provided an enthralling hour of music
and instruction with our campers.
She is a physics student at Ottawa U
who took a year off to pursue her
first love, the harp. She played a
variety of tunes, from classical to jazz,
taking care to explain various
techniques and tones. She even
brought along a smaller harp for the
children to try!

CHINMAYA BALA VIHAR SUMMER CAMP 2018
As viewed by Sanjna Shaji, Grade 5,a Bala Vihar student
The two weeks of summer camp at Chinmaya
Bharati Ottawa started on July 9. The camp time was 9:00
am - 4:00pm . This year's topic for the camp was Lord Rama.
Our week 1 started with the Morning Prayer,
Pranayama, Aerobics and Saraswathi pooja. Each day, a
different child performed the pooja. After the Saraswathi
pooja ,the children were divided into 2 different classes
based on age group. Bina Aunty taught the older kids class
(age 9 and up) and Usha Aunty taught the younger class
with kids age 8 -4 years.
We learned the story of the Ramayana and the
values and principles that we should also follow in our lives.
Children shared their views and other stories related to Lord
Rama as well. Every day at 10:45 am we had our first snack
which was taken care by Jisha Aunty and other volunteers.
After the snack time Anu Aunty taught us 108 names of Lord
Rama in order and we covered up to chapter 3 in week 1,
followed by Bhagavad Gita Chapter 12 up to verse 8.
After lunch time every day we had fun doing arts
and crafts. During our activity time each of us colored and
decorated the Rama box, did hand printed craft, etc. We
had a new guest visit us every day who taught us something
new like Mushfiq ji with Calligraphy, a Kathak dance teacher
with some Kathak moves , Radha Jetty ji for yoga and
Purvasha didi who taught us a beautiful dance which we
presented to our parents on the last day of the week. We

enjoyed our play time after our second snack break, mostly
playing outside or at free play area inside.
The trip to the movies was also very good. We
watched the movie “Show Dog”. For our sports day we had
a very fun filled relay event with different team activities
which was followed by water play. Making each other wet
and escaping and playing with water was filled with
laughter and fun. We all wished that such fun time would
never end! Week 1 ended on 13 July with a beautiful
performance by all the children to the parents.
Week 2 Balvihar camp ran from 16 July- 23 July. The
schedule for study time, activities and break remained the
same as in week 1. Some new kids also joined in week 2 and
Lakshmi Aunty taught the age group 4-8 years.
We continued our Ramayana and finished the 108
names of Lord Rama by week 2 during our study time. We
also finished the 108 names of Mata Saraswathi during our
morning pooja time, and also learned 10 verses of the
Bhagavad Gita. Week 2 was also filled with new guests
everyday who taught us yoga, science experiments, dance,
etc. We also did different arts and crafts. For our field trip
we went to Gatineau and enjoyed searching an excavation
site for household items. On the last day, all of us did a
group presentation for the parents showing everything we
learned during the week 2.
All the kids and volunteers enjoyed the camp a lot.
We all made new friends, learned a lot of new principles
and values in life, and we are now looking forward for next
year’s Chinmaya camp!
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Saraswati Pooja every full moon at Chinmaya Bharati (7:00pm)
The Moon is The Presiding Deity of the Mind. All those who know a little about the psychological behavior of a
human being have unanimously agreed that there is a relationship between the moon and the mind. Therefore, it is
quite justified when the Rishis say in Sanskrit, the moon and the mind are both called by the same term Mati, which
clearly shows that in the microcosm that which is mind, is itself in the macrocosm, the moon.

Why Saraswati Pooja?
Maa Saraswati is known to represent knowledge. Worshiping Maa Saraswati with humility brings about the required
purity in our mind for this supreme knowledge to flow into us. It helps the spiritual wisdom to take root in our hearts.
This is a great opportunity for you and your family to truly connect with the Divine Mother.

How long does the Pooja last?
The Pooja lasts about 30 minutes

How do I prepare for the Pooja?
A few days before the Pooja, Maa Saraswati will be bathed and her clothes and jewellery will be changed.
You may select and purchase a new sari and any accessories you would like for her yourself (these should be given to
the organizers at least 2 weeks prior to your Pooja)
or
You will be required to pay $125 to cover the cost of purchasing the new set of clothes

What do I need for the Pooja?
For the Pooja, the following items will be required:
2 bananas for Ganesha
2 fresh bouquets of flowers (for decoration)
Fresh rose petals (at least 108 petals per person performing the Pooja)
A minimum donation of $121 as Dakshina for the Pooja
Prashad (made fresh that day)
Prepare any Bhajans you would like to sing as part of the Pooja
Optional: flower garland to be placed on Devi during the Pooja

How can I sign up for this Pooja?
Contact Bina Sutarwala at 613-591-5961
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Internal renunciation is the secret of lasting happiness.
-Swami Tapovan Maharaj
Change can come only in us. The moment I change, that is the New Year; let it be September,
December or January. It is not the month that decides the change of time, but it is our change.
All attempts of leading a spiritual life are to bring about consciously a change for the better. And
we have got this capacity to change.
-Swami Chinmayananda
Falling prey to temptations and giving up our values is called compromise. Withstanding
temptations and living up to our ideals is called sacrifice.
-Swami Tejomayananda
The more we let go of desires, the more we are able to find joy in giving.
-Swami Swaroopananda
Weekly Activities at Chinmaya Bharati
* Sundays 10:15 AM (from September to June) – Sunday Program is a comprehensive,
family-oriented program of classes that teaches the ‘art of living’ concepts of Vedanta to
students ages 3 and up.
* Tuesdays 7:00 PM – These classes feature a comprehensive study of the Bhagavad Gita,
synthesizing teachings of Swami Chinmayananda through videos, reading and discussions.
* Wednesdays - 6:00—7: 00 PM: Yoga. 7:00 PM to 8:00 PM: Ramacharita Manas by
Goswami Tulsidas. Please contact Bina Sutarwala at 613-591-5961 for more details.
For more information, please call Shalini Sahni, at (613) 265-6021 . Thank you.

UPCOMING EVENTS 2019
Maha Shivaratri 4 March
Holi 21 March
Rama Navami 13 April
Hanuman Jayanti 19 April
Chinmaya Jayanti 8 May
Mother’s Day 12 May
Annual Open House 26 May
Father’s Day Picnic 16 June
Swami Prakashananda’s yagna
24 - 29 June
Bala Vihar Summer Camp
8 - 19 July
Guru Purnima 16 July
Aradhana Day 3 Aug.
National Capital Youth Retreat Swami Mitrananda 23 - 26 Aug.

Our mission is to provide to individuals from any background,
the wisdom of Vedanta and the practical means for spiritual
growth and happiness, enabling them to become positive
contributors to society.
Chinmaya Mission Ottawa
1088 Ogilvie Road, Ottawa, Ontario, K1J 7P8
Phone: 613-749-3399
Email : Chinmaya.Ottawa@gmail.com
Website : www.ChinmayaOttawa.com

Om Shri Chinmaya
Sadgurave Namaha
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